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team prepare the dishes before your eyes. Roca Moo excites

with two tasting menus with matching wines: Joan Roca menu

and The Classics menu and at mid-day a special Roca Moo

menu. To truly appreciate Barcelona one does not have to step

outside Hotel Omm. Their Terrace with pool provides a bar &

restaurant with spectacular views to the Casa Milà, Sagrada

Familia and the lights of Montjuïc. A perfect place to enjoy

good weather in Barcelona. Live music and performances by

DJ´s covering funk, soul and jazz brings a perfect club environ-

ment with the best atmosphere in Barcelona. Roca Bar, located

in the lobby, is a fun, modern, informal open space full of light

where healthy dishes with worldwide flavours can be enjoyed

anytime of the day. Complimented with speciality teas, an

imaginative cocktail menu, cosy fireplace and plush sofas, it's

the perfect venue to celebrate with friends into the early hours -

open.
Hotel Omm,
www.hotelomm.com
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C
oming to Hotel Omm means coming to Barcelo-

na. Hotel Omm, part of the Grupo Tragaluz, is a

gastronomic hotel in the heart of Barcelona’s

Paseo de Gracia, It’s about innovation, design,

modernity, cuisine, entertainment, comfort and luxury. The

delights of Barcelona embodied in a vibrant hotel. The hotel

provides 91 Rooms: 58 standard,16 Superiors, 9 Junior Suites, 4

Suites and 4 Suites with independent lounge. Rooms are modern

and extremely comfortable with details such as automated

lighting and temperature control, natural oiled oak parquet

flooring, hand-woven rugs, 100% Egyptian cotton sheets, linen

bedspreads, and complimentary bathrobe and slippers. The

Paseo de Gracia Suite is spacious with a separate lounge area

containing a large sofa and work desk, all created in warm

natural materials. Enjoy your breakfast while looking out over

Paseo de Gracia. All rooms offer satellite plasma TV and free

Wi-Fi. At Hotel Omm you can truly indulge with 'Spaciomm'

their relaxation and personal care centre, specifically designed

for your wellbeing. It brings total relaxation, beauty and harmo-

ny to body and mind with its indoor pool, water circuit, gravita-

tion space and beauty treatments. Continue to be pampered with

a hair make-over in 'The Concept'. A stay at the Hotel Omm is

not complete without experiencing the gastronomic restaurant

overseen by El Celler de Can Roca and managed by chef Rafa

Panatieri, who offer a special twist on Catalan cooking. The

award-winning, one Michelin star restaurant offers a choice of

counter and table seating. At the stylish counter Rafa and his
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A GASTRONOMIC HOTEL IN THE
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